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THE TUNEROVER

It is said that philosophy is the science of making distinctions. This naturally paves the way for the conception of it, that is, the science of art of making distinctions. If ever may be said of the adequacy of these notions of philosophy, it is for their ability to formulate definitions as it is for its ability to formulate propositions. Their philosophy may be superficial even to the point of being self-contradictory, but the scientist often finds considerable wisdom in definitions. Thus the man who said that "play is the work we do that we play in if we did it not be then that when grown-ups desire to correctly that work we play, have they but to reverse the process and involve the children in "work play?"

Work becomes play only when entered into with the spirit of play, and the spirit is the square that plays. The square is able to effect the metamorphosis of work into play. The squall of completion need have nothing to do with it. It is a trick of psychology, not a formula of economics. "Play," psychology tells us, "is a tendency to perform acts which are not directly concerned with one's usual and vital welfare. The trick of transmission consists merely in so titulating habitually the value of our work as to come habitually to believe that the enter prise in which we are engaged need not necessarily go to the wall because we do not succeed, but that somehow the welfare of the universe does not hinge, upon our contribution to the solution of its problems. In play, one forgets himself. In work, he constantly dwells upon himself. Let one forget the mortal failure. Let play come; it pleases; it becomes play."

Lincoln said that "folks are usually about as happy as they make up their minds to be." And we might say that most of our work becomes play as we have a mind to make it. Work becomes play when it becomes a joy, and it becomes a joy when we learn to see it as a reason for living it, and we are all capable of seeing it as such. In the words of the poet: "I am not fighting my fight, I am singing my song."

THE INK WELL

By DENNIS J. O'NEILL

The moon comes like a wind-tossed shell
With scattered sails and shattered spars,
Out of its unknown mooring place
Into a fresh sea of stars.

An excellent opportunity is being offered by the 1924 Dame to any student who has not had the chance of seeing the popular play of 'The Fantastic Mr. Fox,' a tale that has been translated from the French by Madame de Pensee. The play is directed by Professor of the Theater, and will be presented before the Dame's audience on Sunday, May 24th. The play is based on a story by the French author, and is considered one of the best of its kind. The cast includes many of the popular actors of the stage, and the production is said to be one of the most successful ever presented by the Dame. The cast includes many of the popular actors of the stage, and the production is said to be one of the most successful ever presented by the Dame.

Working are the trio of accepted sea writers—H. E. Erskine, A. E. W. Mason, and R. W. Chambers. Each writer has contributed to the literature of the sea with his own unique style and perspective, and their work together forms a compelling narrative of life on the high seas.
Don’t Wait About It
Write About It
This is your column
To the Bookworm:

The recent issue had fascinating material on the latest books. How can one even begin to place the books under review in their proper order of historical importance? No, we must look at each one as a separate piece of literature, not as a book in a series of books.

Suspension literature, present therein, is there, along with the great literature the world has ever produced. One knows you will find "Flaming Youth" or "Simon Called Peter" in the University Library, their very absence is de- ceptive with reason. If our men in- sist upon reading such, they must get their materials elsewhere.

JOSEPH A. NAVARRE, Jr.,
Editor, The DAILY.

N. D. IN PROPERTY LEAD

In a list of the valuation of the property and equipment of the three universities and colleges in the state of Indiana, Notre Dame was first, leading all other institutions of the state by a considerable ele- gence. The total valuation for the next three institutions was only four and a quarter million.

The seniors and juniors of Idaho University have adopted corduroys as part of their "upper-classman" apparel. The seniors will go bare- headed and carry canes, and it is probable that the junior without such paraphernalia will be adjudged at the end of the year.

The seniors and juniors of Idaho University have adopted corduroys as part of their "upper-classman" apparel. The seniors will go bare- headed and carry canes, and it is probable that the junior without such paraphernalia will be adjudged at the end of the year.

Col. Haynes Tells
Life Experiences

The campus of Notre Dame is alive with traditional individuals who have contributed to the history of the University. And yet to the majority of the students who frequent the campus, the most notable of these is unknown.

What student has not seen a gentleman walking with two steps along the path leading from Frick Hall to the library? To the few he meets, who recognizes him, he is simply as Colonel.

In Colonel William Haynes, lar- der and dean emeritus of the Haynes College of Law, Notre Dame possesses a personage who has lived a most remarkable life. As a soldier and a journalist, as a union leader and a dean, and as a writer and a politician, he has distinguish- ed himself for his sincerity and honesty of purpose.

Colonel Haynes was born in Ire- land, but came to the United States at an early age. As an appraiser, he learned the printing trade with the Laurence (W. H.), Republican, and with the outbreak of the Civil War, he enlisted. As a drummer boy of 15 years old, and the young- est man in his regiment, he took up his military life. Not con- tent with the choices of his position, he intentionally neglected to prac- tice on his drum. As a consequence, he was given a gun for which he had been striving—a soldier carry- ing a gun in a great Civil War battle of Prairie Grove, Ark., December 7, 1862, he received a severe wound in the hand. Upon his recovery, he re- joined his command and assisted in the capture of Van Buren. While participating in another battle, Van Buren, he was discharged because of the injury, he re-entered in the ca-
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Barren, Gold; Casey, Blue, second; Wynne, Gold, third; Ross, Blue; Fourth, Time-2:56 4:5.

40-year old hurdles: Won by Casey, Blue; Barren, Gold; second; Ross, Blue; third; Wynne, Gold, fourth. Time-3:05 4:5.


60-year old run: Won by Cox, Eberle, Barber, Gold, second; Wagner, Gold, third; Collins, Blue, fourth. Time-3:01 9:60.

1 mile run: Won by Kennedy, Blue; Judge, Blue, second; Shaw, Gold, third; Time-4:28 4:5. Two mile run: Won by Woodland, Gold; Cooper, Blue, second; Cost, Gold, third; Nolty, Blue, fourth. Time-3:00 4:5.

 Pole vault: Haverington, Blue, second; Baud, Gold, third; F. Stute, Blue, fourth. Time-3:00 4:5.

Long jump: Won by Livergood, Gold; Brady, Blue, second; Knase, Gold, third; Riley, Blue, fourth. Time-3:00 8 ft., 6 in.

Shot put: Won by Milhuser, Blue; Eighmy, Blue, second; Besard, Gold, third; Uhl, Blue, fourth. Distance-38 ft. 3 in.

High jump-Won by Sullivan, Gold; Heudly, Gold, second; Grie, Gold, and Sherwin, tied for third. Height-5 ft. 8 in.

Novice Events
88-year old dash: Won by Masterman, Pederson; Dagman, second; Young, third. Time-3:05 4:5.

46-year old dash: Won by Wilman, second; Homans, third; Poole, fourth. Time-3:04 4:5.

400-yard dash: Won by E. Graf, Denhag, second; Conney, third; Brunner, fourth. Time-5:04.

440-yard dash: Won by Prell, McAneney, second; L. McAllen, fourth. Time-5:46.

Dr. Leo J. Quinlan, Dentist.

112 N. M. S. Blvd.

PARK BIRTHING OFFICE
215 W. Michigan St.

The Daily's Best-Organization Contest

I cordially believe the following organizations to have accomplished the most, first, for Notre Dame, and secondly, for their members.

Home Club (student, staff, and city clubs).

Campus Clubs (athletic and social clubs that are branches of national organizations.)

Signature.

BALLOT NO. 17

The Book Shop
North Michigan St.
Books and Supplies

The Daily's Best-Organization Contest

I cordially believe the following organizations to have accomplished the most, first, for Notre Dame, and secondly, for their members.

Home Club (student, staff, and city clubs).

Campus Clubs (athletic and social clubs that are branches of national organizations.)

Signature.

THE PLACE TO EAT

WHEN IN TOWN

COUNTY SERVICE WITH HOMESTYLE FOODS.
REASONABLE PRICES.

COLO AX Restaurant

Office Phone Main 913
Residence Phone Main 828
Dr. J. E. McMeel

Local Business Hours 2 to 4; 7 to 8

Office Phone Main 913
Residence Phone Main 828
Dr. J. E. McMeel

Local Business Hours 2 to 4; 7 to 8
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Interhall Tossers in Sixth Series Today

Interhall basketball teams will meet in the gym today to play off the sixth series of games on the interhall schedule. With the final contests today and on hand, the various teams have been putting up fighting games from start to finish, and the position for the final will be no exception.

What promises to be the feature contest in the bill, is the battle between Coffin and Doudn, both of which are tied for third place in the Interhall standing. The Coffin lads have been improving constantly since the season started, especially on the offense, and it has not been until late in the game that their opponents have been able to score on them. Casey and Cowan are in a deadheat for last place and when the two teams meet this afternoon, it will decide which of the teams will advance in the standing.

The Walsh performers will tackle a tough proposition when they meet the undefeated Carroll team. Too far this season Carroll has displayed a lack of playing that no team has been able to beat, and when Carroll meets the Walsh crew today, it will be an attempt to keep it record perfect.

TRACK MEET

(Continued from Page 1.)

Paul P. Chasen, prominent speed merchant traded the field for two lads and opened up with a lap and a half, and on a worth of speed paced McDonald and Denzel in a 6:4 4:5. The yearlings also presented a dramatic, and gave the grand prize in the Wally, who raced a winner in 5:4 4:5.

Records follow:

40-year old hurdles: Won by Byrner, Gold; Capron, Blue, second; McGuy, Gold, third; Riley, Blue, fourth. Time-3:04 4:5. (Tying gym record.)

40-yard low hurdles: Won by Backer, Blue; O'Donnell, Gold, second; O'Donnell, Gold, third; Backer, Blue, fourth. Time-3:06 4:5.

HOLDING MEET MEET (Continued from Page 1.)


200-yard relay: Baisa, Alverson, Tebbe, Goury. Time-3:59 4:5. Flaps for distances: 1st, Endell; 2nd, Goury. Distance-41 feet. A previous mark of 40 feet, the length of the pool, in 50 seconds is to be recognized.

You don't place a precious stone in a ten-cent mounting. Yet some people endanger their sight by wearing cheap or improperly fitted glasses.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES. Let us give your eyes a thorough examination today.

E. J. CAIN, Mgr.

215 W. MICHIGAN ST.

Floor Blanckes Theatre Bldg.